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Water is a universal solvent with unique properties as very h igh boiling point, particular density variation with
temperature and heat capacity at constant pressure.

INTRODUCTION

These properties have been interpreted as the result of the e xistence of water as a liquid in which molecules
are subjected to strong intermolecular attractions essent ially represented by hydrogen bonds.

Studies on extremely dilute solutions have highlighted the existence of physicochemical properties of the
solvent water requiring an in-depth structure knowledge to be explained. [1-2]

AIM 

The aim of the present study was to
investigate, by NIR spectroscopy, changes

induced in pure water by

filtration processes

MATERIALS & METHODS

These processes seem to induce the formation of aqueous
nanostructures as recently suggested by the Nobel Laureate Luc
Montagnier and by Vittorio Elia who suggested the formation of
dissipative structures. [3-4]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Results of Gaussian fitting
(R2=0.9999) for the range from 6000
to 7500 cm -1 (1665 – 1334 nm) for the
average spectrum of not filtered
water samples at 40°C+ 1°C.

Maxima of the Gauss functions: 
6569 ± 47 cm -1: four hydrogen bonds (HB)

6735 ± 84 cm -1 : three hydrogen bonds
6855 ± 41 cm -1 : two hydrogen bonds
6978 ± 15 cm -1 : one hydrogen bond

7092 ± 2 cm -1 : no hydrogen bond
7143 ± 71 cm -1: combination of

symmetric stretching, bending and 
rotational mode. 

In agreement with literature data, [5] a 
redistribution of water species with different 

numbers of hydrogen bonds was also 
expected in samples of water undergone to 

different filtration processes. 

PC2 vs PC1 score plot obtained from the PCA 

analysis performed on 61 water samples.

Set B = PC1 positive values. 

6790 cm -1 = three HB

7184 cm -1 = not 
depending from the 

water bonded molecules

Samples of sets A1-A2 
showed to contain the 

greatest number of 
water species with three 

hydrogen bonds:
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Not filtered water samples 
= PC1 negative values

6880 cm -1 = two HB

7076 cm -1 = no HB

depending from the 
number of hydrogen 
bonds (combination).

Sets A1-A2  = distribution along PC2

6736 cm -1 = three HB

7110 cm -1 = no HB

hydrogen bonds:

CONCLUSIONS
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It has been difficult to clearly establish in which  measure iterated filtration processes can lead to the 
formation of water nano-structrures.
The presence of significant differences between fil tered and not filtered samples was detected.
These results suggested to continue to study the fa scinating field of structural variations occuring in  
water “aggregates”, when  subjected to physical per turbations. 
….water is not just water…. ….…  it’s always in evoluti on! 


